assignment: 1 of 3

Assignment: Explore Your Camera: 1 of 3
Objective: By taking the time to learn the parameters of your camera, you will have greater
control over situations you encounter while shooting. You will learn the acceptable limits of your
camera. Every camera you own or use should be tested and explored.
Remember to change the Color Mode in your camera to Adobe RGB
For this Project we are shooting Fine .JPG + Raw Explore the difference of the 2 files.
Remember a .JPG is a processed file, and a RAW is What? DO the parameters/controls effect the
RAW? Why would you ever shoot in .JPG or .TIFF
Part A)
Set up a tripod -attach camera
-shoot a still life that includes color, B&W, texture, hard edge, and soft edge items.
Canon Image Parameters/Nikon Picture Controls: Possible image parameters/controls,
(check your manual for your camera specifics) contrast, saturation, hue, color, b&w, sharpness
(each parameter should be placed in a folder titled with the parameter and the files should be
renamed to the parameter photographed or shoot a whiteboard or piece of paper with the
parameter written down so you actually see it in the image)
What I am looking for.
1) Shoot the same image with the sharpening on high, low, no sharpening. or your cameras
equivalent (could be 12 or more variations on some of the pro cameras)
2) Shoot the same image with color tone, saturated high, medium, low or your cameras
equivalent
•Create a folder titled Parameters
-inside the folder create a folder for each of the parameters and name that folder by parameter.
Part B) Image styles include: Preset modes: Standard, Portrait, Landscape, Neutral, Faithful and
Monochrome Shoot 1 image at each of these presets.
*You do not need to go into the presets and shoot all the variables.
•Create a folder titled Styles, place style images in this folder

Read more:
Canon:
http://digital-photography-school.com/using-canons-picture-styles#ixzz265eS4A52
http://cpn.canon-europe.com/content/education/infobank/digital_camera_features/
picture_style.do
Nikon:
http://www.nikonusa.com/Learn-And-Explore/Photography-Techniques/gu5zwt9w/1/PictureControls-Step-by-Step.html
http://imaging.nikon.com/lineup/microsite/picturecontrol/picture/index.htm
General info:
http://ezinearticles.com/?Understanding-Basic-Image-Parameters-in-DigitalPhotography&id=4065047
RAW VS .JPG
http://www.slrlounge.com/raw-vs-jpeg-jpg-the-ultimate-visual-guide
Why you should take Photos in Raw
http://techfleece.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/camera_raw_v4.png
Ken Tanaka: Shooting JPEG Instead of Raw
http://theonlinephotographer.typepad.com/the_online_photographer/2012/03/ken-tanakashooting-jpeg-instead-of-raw.html
Go To: http://www.dpreview.com Explore your camera read the review.
Parameter: Computers, a variable that must be given a specific value during the execution of a
program or of a procedure within a program.
Part C) Shoot one image at each .jpg compression -Place in a folder titled: compression
What differences do you see in the files?
Part D) Shoot using Aperture Preferred
-Use the Exposure Compensation to over and underexpose your image
.5, 1, 1.5, 2 next -.5, -1, -1.5, -2
-Place images in a folder titled: AP
-Create a contact sheet showing the compensation and print the contact sheet from lightest to
darkest /over exposed to under exposed or darkest to lightest
•Print the contact sheet

•Create a folder
titled: AP put
images in folder
2 examples of what
your contact sheet
could look like.

An Article about Exposure Compensation
http://www.cs.mtu.edu/~shene/DigiCam/User-Guide/995/EXPOSURE/EV-compensation.html
Part E) Can you shoot a multi-exposure on one frame, with your camera? Yes/No
Part F) What other options does your camera have? Test the additional parameters.
•Place these additional parameters in folders with appropriate title and place in
Parameters folder
Turn in:
•Turn in envelope containing: contact sheet, flashdrive and conclusion.
•Label envelope: -Name, project, class day and time, date, email and phone#
•Type up a summary of your findings from the above tests. each folder, parameter.
-For each parameter tell me what you see. -remember to see anything you must open the files in
PS and view them at 100%. if you do not take the time to do this your observations will fall
short.
-For the compression what do you see,
Include, Camera Type, sensor resolution, lens used (ex: 50mm 1.8 AF)
color space, maximum shutter, minimum shutter.
Part A/B: Examine your files what do you see? Do you find any settings that are not usable. Do
you see change from one setting to the next or does it take 3 or for notches to see a difference?
You should be looking at the files at 100% to see changes and variations. Explore and think
about what you are looking at and share your thoughts with me.
•Yes/No on multiiple exposure?
•What differences do you see in the jpg compression files?
•Flash Drive with files in folders
•Contact sheet and a folder of exposure compensation exploration

